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Abstract
The purpose of this research is to develop a mathematical model of the collapse behaviour of symmetric hexagonal
tubes. For that, a finite element analysis procedure was conducted using ABAQUS software to determine the
lateral collapse behaviour of symmetric hexagonal of angles,
30°, 45° and 60° and square tubes to compare
the results with the cylindrical tube. Then, a new predictive mathematical model of the lateral collapse behaviour
for the generalized symmetrical geometric tubes is developed based on rigid, perfectly plastic model and the
energy balance method. The newly mathematical model was validated with the simulation method results. It was
discovered that symmetric hexagonal and square tubes performed different deformation behaviour than the
cylindrical tube. Square and symmetric hexagonal with
15° tubes performed Type II deformation behaviour.
Symmetric hexagonal tubes with
30°, 45° and 60° performed Type I with the perfectly plastic collapse
behaviour whereas cylindrical tube performed Type I with strain hardening deformation behaviour. The
mathematical prediction model had managed to model the deformation behaviour of symmetric hexagonal tubes
with
30°, 45° and 60° but failed to model the square and symmetric hexagonal with
15° tubes because
it was the perfectly plastic model which suitable for Type I with perfectly plastic deformation behaviour.
Keywords: Lateral collapse, symmetric hexagonal tubes, square tube, mathematical model, energy absorption
1. Introduction
The crashworthiness or the response quality of a vehicle during collision or impact has become one of the
important engineering studies in the designing of vehicles. This study is important in order to improve on the
crashworthy properties of a vehicle so that the fatalities rate on the occupants involved in the crash could be
reduced (Johnson, 1990). When a collision occur, the energy absorption system should react by absorbing and
dissipating the kinetic energy into an irreversible or inelastic energy such as plastic deformation, viscous energy
and friction or fracture energy (Olabi, Morris, & Hashmi, 2007). One of the popular energy absorption systems is
the lateral compression of cylindrical tube.
Several experimental and analytical studies which basically focused on the cylindrical tube had been performed
with regards to the lateral collapse of tubes compressed between two flat rigid plates. The first mathematical model
was developed based on rigid perfectly plastic material model where the load-deformation prediction was based on
the energy balance method and it took into account the geometrical components of stiffening phenomenon (De
Runtz & Hodge, 1963). The model included four stationary plastic hinges where the plastic deformation occurred
to replicate the experimental quasi-static lateral collapse of mild steel cylindrical tube which was compressed
between two flat rigid plates. Another separate mathematical model assumed that there were six plastic hinges
1
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around thee perimeter off the tube and tthe ring straigghtened at the moving contacct point (Burtoon & Craig, 1963).
However bboth mathemattical models (B
Burton & Craiig, 1963; De R
Runtz & Hodgee, 1963) did noot take into acc
count
the materiaal strain hardenning hence thee actual results were under esstimated. Those mathematicaal models were
e then
improved bby introducingg a rigid linear strain hardeninng material moodel (Redwoodd, 1964). Lastlyy, the mathema
atical
model wass improved furtther by relatingg the contributtion of strain haardening over a variable lenggth of plastic hiinges
(Reid & R
Reddy, 1978). This vastly improved maathematical m
model was to be the most accurate with
h the
experimenntal results and still being appplied until now
w. However, thee focus of all thhese mathemattical models was on
cylindricall tube.
Several stuudies on the im
mpact loading hhave focussed oon the geometrrical tube's shaapes such as heexagon and octtagon
in the last ffew years to finnd the alternatiive of cylindriccal and square tubes (Abdew
wi, Sulaiman, H
Hamouda, & Mahdi,
M
2008; Raddzi et al., 2013;; Song, Chen, & Lu, 2012; X
X. Zhang & Huuh, 2009; Z. Z
Zhang, Liu, & T
Tang, 2010). These
T
researchess were conduccted mainly too increase the plastic deform
mation zones and hence im
mproved the en
nergy
absorptionn efficiency. This was to redduce the initiall peak and thee subsequent flluctuations in the load-deflection
curve and improved the uniformity
u
of tthe load–displacement curvee which showeed a great potenntial of geometrical
tube's shappe. However, the
t studies of these geometrrical shapes efffects are still nnew and moree studies need to be
conductedd to improve thhe results obtainned and to delliver more convvincing resultss.
During thee compressionn process, the cylindrical tuube was deform
med by underrgoing three m
major phases which
w
resulted inn three stages inn the force-defformation curvve. The first staage was the linnear increasingg force, followe
ed by
a flat forcee, an increasinng force or a ccurve and lastlyy an unboundeed increasing force. The firsst stage was fo
or the
elastic collapse, the secoond stage was for the plasticc collapse andd the last stagee was for the ddensification of
o the
cylindricall tube (Gibsonn & Ashby, 19997). During tthe plastic collapse, three tyypes of behaviiour can take place
p
which are the strain harddening, strain softening and perfectly-plasstic (Li, Magkiiriadis, & Harrrigan, 2006). Strain
S
hardening is the case whhere the stress w
will continue tto increase as tthe deformatioon continues affter the yield sttress,
. Strain softening is thhe case wheree the stress willl reduce as thhe deformationn continues aft
fter the yield sttress.
Perfectly-pplastic is the case
c
where the stress will rremain at the yield stress,
as the defoormation contin
nues.
Figure 1(aa)–(c), the stresss - strain relatiionship illustraates these behaaviours. In thesse figures, rrepresents the stress
s
and reprresents the straain. There weree two type forcce-displacemennt curves underr the compresssion loading, na
amed
as Type-I aand Type-II (C
Calladine & Ennglish, 1984). T
Type I executees flat force whhereas Type-III performs an initial
peak forcee and then folloowed by an im
mmediately reduuced force. Thhese conditionss are illustratedd in Figure 2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figgure 1. Collapsse behaviour of tube under laateral compression (a) Strainn-hardening behaviour, (b)
Strain--softening behaaviour and (c) Perfectly-plasstic behaviour (Li et al., 20066)

Figure 2. T
The force vs displacement reelationship of T
Type-I and Tyype-II deformattion behaviourr pattern (Calla
adine
& Ennglish, 1984)
2
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Based on the previous works,
w
an atteempt has been performed too develop a maathematical m
model to predic
ct the
collapse beehaviour of sym
mmetric hexaggonal and squaare tubes. This mathematical model is discuussed in section
n two.
The matheematical workss were then beiing validated w
with the finite element analyysis (FEA) simuulation results. The
simulationns were conduucted by usingg a finite elem
ment analysis software i.e. ABAQUS to study the collapse
behaviour of symmetric hexagonal tubbes. The simullation procedurre is discussedd in section thrree. In section four,
the results of the deform
mation behaviouur analyses and the mathemaatical model vaalidation are ddiscussed. Then
n, the
discussionn of the results is presented inn section five. Lastly, in secttion six a conclusion of the sstudy is include
ed.
2. Mathem
matical Modell
2.1 Hexaggon
Consider tthe equilibrium
m of a segmeent in a symm
metric hollow hexagonal shhape as shownn in Figure 3. Let
, , andd as the totaal height, totall length, the leength of an obblique side andd the angle between verticall axis
and the obblique side resppectively.

F
Figure 3. Symm
metric hexagonnal shape

Figure 4.
4 Symmetric hhollow hexagonn shape comprressed betweenn two rigid plaates
metric hollow hexagonal
h
shappe was placed in between twoo flat rigid platees as shown Fiigure 4. The top flat
The symm
rigid plate was positioneed on top of thhe shape that aacted as the compressor whicch provided thhe downwards axial
loading whhile the bottom
m plate stayed stationary andd acted as the fixed base. It was expected that there werre six
stationary plastic hingess for symmetric hexagonal tuube at all the vvertices of the hexagon whicch forced all of
o the
four obliquue sides to colllapse until the wall of top hallf of the hexagon contacted w
with the wall of bottom half of
o the
hexagon annd the symmettric hexagonall tube will becoome flat.

3
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Fiigure 5. The pooint of hinge oof the symmetrric hollow hexaagon shapes duuring the lateral collapse
Since the ssymmetric hexxagonal tube w
was compressedd between the ttwo rigid platees, the forces aand moments which
w
acted on thhe top half andd bottom half oof the tube werre equal i.e. ⁄2. As the hexxagonal tube w
was symmetric
c, the
deformatioons at all four quadrants werre expected to be similar. Leet’s just considder the first quaadrant (refer Figure
5). At the eequilibrium, thhe forces and m
moments workeed along the saame horizontall line in the midddle of the hex
xagon
of length . At the beginnning
co
os , where
0. Thus
.
For an anggle of segment rotation

, thhe compressionn was
(1)

From the eenergy balancee:

≡

∑

∗∆∗

sin

(2)

cos

(3)

| |

The elasticc collapse of thhe tube was veery small whenn compared to the plastic colllapse and thuss for simplifica
ation,
the elastic deformation process
p
can bee discarded froom the developpment of the m
mathematical aanalysis (Lu & Yu,
2003). Thuus, a rigid, perffectly plastic m
model was usedd as the collapse model. Baseed on the energgy balance method,
⁄4 was thee fully plastic bending moment of the ring with
the force ⁄2 was equaal to 2 ⁄ , w
where
was the width of the riing or tube andd the thickneess of the ring or tube. Hencce
(4)
(5)
(6)
The initiall collapse load was therefore
(7)
(8)

⁄

mation could nnot exceed thee total length of the shape,
Substitutedd (1) and (7) into (8). Thenn, the deform
2 cos . A
After this poinnt, densification occurred andd force, F willl be unboundeed. Then, the m
model of the la
ateral
collapse off symmetric heexagonal tube was defined aas follow:
for

0

2 cos ;
(9)
2 cos .

for

∞

for

0

;

Or

(10)
for

∞
4

.
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2.2 Squaree
Figure 6 iss the diagram of
o a square shaape. By assum
ming that the eqquilibrium of a segment in a hollow square
e was
⁄2. Sim
just like thhe equilibrium of a segment oof symmetric hhollow hexagoon with
,
0 and
milar
to hollow hhexagon, theree were six statioonary plastic hhinges for holloow square which were at the four vertices and
a at
middle of the vertical siddes of the shappe that will maake the verticall sides deformed and the horrizontal will remain
unchangedd.

Figure 6. Square shappe
0, thhe hexagon shhape would forrm a square sh
hape.
Based on tthe hexagon shhape, for compparison, by lettting
⁄2. Thus the m
From (2), since
0, then
model of the llateral collapse of symmetriic square tube
e was
given as
0

for

2 ;
(11)

∞

2 .

for
for

0

;

Or

(12)
∞

for

.

3. Simulattion Procedurres
The simullation proceduure was perforrmed by usingg a finite elem
ment analysis ssoftware i.e. A
ABAQUS (Hib
bbitt,
Karlsson, & Sorensen, 2006).
2
The lateeral collapse oof various sym
mmetric hexagoonal and squaree tubes of diffferent
angles com
mpressed betweeen two flat riggid plates was simulated usinng quasi static aanalyses. Threee dimensional (3D)
model wass developed byy using the Arbbitrary Lagrangge Euler (ALE
E) solver by settting the analyssis according to
t the
“Static-Geeneral Implicit”” analysis proccedure. The shhape of the sym
mmetric hexagoonal tubes wass modelled by using
u
a 3D modeelling space, deformable behhaviour with a solid extrude bbase feature. T
The rigid platess were modelle
ed by
using a 3D
D modelling spaace and the ‘diiscrete rigid’ tyype behaviour with a shell exxtrude base feaature. Both flat rigid
plates werre assigned witth 100 R3D4 oor quadrilateraal rigid elemennts. All of the geometric sym
mmetric tubes were
meshed byy using 15000 to 30000 ‘C3D
D8R’ type eleements or 8 noode brick elemeents. Mesh disscretisation me
ethod
was perforrmed to get thhe optimum nuumber of elem
ments (Koslan et al., 2013). The material pproperties werre set
based on tthe stainless properties, i.e. Young's moduulus, E 200
0GPa, Poisson's ratio, ν 0.35. yield strength,
σ
207 MPa and ultim
mate strength, σ
517 MP
Pa.
r
plates werre assumed to bbe rigid bodiess where there w
were no deform
mations for both flat
The top annd bottom flat rigid
rigid platees during the compression.
c
T
The simulationns were perforrmed by placinng the object iin between two
o flat
rigid plates (see Figure 7).
7 The bottom flat rigid platee was set to be fully fixed at iits location whhile the top flat rigid
plate whicch acts as the compressor
c
waas set as movinng in negative y-axis (downw
ward) directionn so that the object
o
can be com
mpressed. The frictional effeect between thee flat rigid plattes and the object was negleccted.

5
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Figure 7. Thee diagram of syymmetric hexaagonal tube plaaced in betweeen two flat rigiid plates
4. Results
4.1 Compaarison of the Deformation
D
B
Behaviour among Cylindriccal, Square and Various Sym
mmetric Hexag
gonal
Tubes Based on Simulatiion Method

Figure 88. Force vs defformation/ totaal height relationship for cyliindrical, squarre and symmettric hexagonal of
variouss angles,
°, °, °
° tubees
15°, 30°, 45° and 60° (see Figure 3) which had been
Symmetricc hexagonal tuubes with diffferent angles,
compresseed laterally, beetween two flaat rigid plates and their colllapse behaviouurs were comppared to the on
nes of
square andd circle tubes. Square tube ccould be assum
med to have siimilar geometrry as symmetrric hexagonal tubes
t
0° (see Figuree 6). These ccollapse behavviors were obbtained from tthe observatioon of the forc
with
ce vs
deformatioon relationshipp as shown inn Figure 8. Itt can be obseerved that, thee square and all the symm
metric
hexagonal tubes in this study
s
had prodduced differentt deformation bbehaviours thaan cylindrical ttube.
y, the
The cylinddrical tube hadd an immediatte increasing fforce, followedd by a steadilyy increasing foorce and lastly
force increeased unbounndedly. On thee other hand, ffor square tube, there was aas a high initiaal peak which then
immediateely reduced andd lastly, the foorce then rose uunboundedly. Symmetric heexagonal tube w
with
15° also
had an iniitial peak but the
t peak was shallow. The height of the peak was one third of the hheight of the initial
6
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peak of square tube. For
F the other symmetric heexagonal tubess, there was aan immediatelyy increasing force,
f
followed bby a flat or neaarly flat force aand ended witth an unbounded rising forcee. The flat forcce of the symm
metric
was increased.
hexagonal tubes becamee lower and lonnger when the value of
4.2 Validaation of Mathhematical Moddel Results wiith Simulationn Results for Square and Various Symm
metric
Hexagonal Tubes
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Figure 9. Comparing maathematical aggainst simulatioon results of foorce vs deform
mation/total heiight relationship of
square aand symmetriccal hexagonal oof various anglle, θ tubes: (aa) square (θ 0°), (b) θ 1
15°, (c) θ 30
0°,
(d) θ 45
5° and (e) θ 60°
monstrate the ccomparison off the force vs ddeformation/tootal height obta
ained
The diagraams in Figure 9 (a) - (e) dem
from the siimulation proccesses and the m
mathematical m
models for the square and sym
mmetric hexaggonal with anglles of
15°, 3
30°, 45° and 60° tubes respeectively. Figuree 9 (a) shows tthat the mathem
matical model results did nott well
agree withh the simulation results. The square tube inn Figure 9 (a) had the highesst gap betweenn simulation re
esults
and matheematical modeel results. How
wever, the gapp between bothh results was reduced whenn the angle, was
increased. The diagram in
i Figure 9 (e) shows the clossest result betw
ween both methhods when
60°. Figures 9 (a)
and (b) shhow that for square and syymmetric hexaagonal with
15° tubess under simulaation methodss, the
deformatioon curves had an
a initial peak,, followed by a reduced curvee and ended wiith an unboundded increasing force.
7
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Figures 9 (c) - (e) show that the symmetric hexagonal with
30°, 45° and 60° tubes had a flat or nearly flat
force and ended with high rising force. Figures 9 (a) - (e) show that under the mathematical model methods, all the
diagrams had a flat force and ended with high rising force.
5. Discussion
The comparison of force vs deformation/total height relationship under the simulation method for cylindrical,
square and symmetric hexagonal of the various angles i.e.
15°, 30°, 45° and 60° tubes had shown that the
square and symmetric hexagonal tubes was different than the cylindrical tube regarding the deformation
behviour pattern at the plastic collapse zone. All the tube structures had an early and immediately increasing
force which was the elastic collapse zone. Then, there was the plastic collapse zone where all of the three types
of structures had shown the different behaviours. The cylindrical tube had a steadily increasing curve force, the
square and symmetric hexagonal with
15° tubes had an initial peak, and the rest of symmetric hexagonal
tubes i.e. with
30°, 45° and 60° tubes had a long flat or nearly flat force. For all of the tube structures in
this study, the force ended with a high rising force which was the densification zone for all the tubes.
The initial peak phenomena for square and symmetric hexagonal with
15° tubes was in accordance with
the Type II deformation behaviour (Calladine & English, 1984) since a high early force was needed against the
elastic deformation of the vertical sides of square tube and the oblique sides with acute angle of symmetric
hexagonal with
15° tube before plastic deformation could take place. The cylindrical and symmetric
hexagonal with
30°, 45° and 60° tubes closely resembled the Type I deformation behaviour with the long
flat or nearly flat or the steady increasing force (Calladine & English, 1984) since no high force was needed to
collapse their oblique sides. For this type of collapse behaviour, the early linear increasing force is the elastic
deformation zone, the following long flat force or plateau is the plastic deformation zone and the last high rising
force is the densification zone (Gibson & Ashby, 1997).
The plastic collapse for the cylindrical tube was due to the four stationary hinges (De Runtz & Hodge, 1963) or six
hinges around the perimeter of the cylindrical tube (Burton & Craig, 1963). Based on the mathematical model
prediction and simulation performed, the plastic collapse for symmetric hexagonal tubes was due to the stationary
plastic hinge at all the six vertices which made the four oblique sides at the left and right of the symmetric
hexagonal tubes to collapse. The steadily increasing force of the cylindrical tube resembled the strain hardening
deformation whereas the flat force of the symmetric hexagonal tubes resembled the perfectly plastic deformation
behaviour (Li et al., 2006).
For square and symmetric hexagonal tubes, the yield stress
was reduced when the angle
was increased.
For square tube,
120kN, for hexagon tubes, when
15°,
40kN, when
30°,
20kN,
when
45°,
10kN and when
60°,
5kN. This shows that the increased of
has reduced
the elastic deformation and hence reducing the possibility of injury and damage due to the effect of repetitive
acceleration and deceleration under the elastic deformation zone (Johnson & Reid, 1978).
In contrast, the long flat force or the stroke length became longer when the angle
was increased. For square
tube the percentage of stroke length to the tube's size was 44%. The stroke length percentage for hexagon tubes
was 60% when
15°, 64% when
30°, and 72% when
45°, but slightly reduced to 68% when
60°. The longer stroke will produce a longer plastic displacement, increasing the rate of hindering after an
impact and hence will reduce the possibility of severe injury and damage (Lu & Yu, 2003). Thus, this shows that
the increased of
has improved the energy-absorption mechanism of symmetric hexagonal tubes.
The validation of the mathematical model with the simulation method showed a big gap for square and
symmetric hexagonal tubes with a small angle, . The gap was reduced when the angle was increased and when
60° the result was almost close. The gap was due to the yield stress,
for square and symmetric
hexagonal tubes with small
were very high. This was because the deformation behaviour for square tube and
the symmetric hexagonal tube with small
were in accordance with the Type II and the deformation behaviour
gradually change to the Type I behaviour as the angle
for symmetric hexagonal tube was increased. Since, the
mathematical model was based on the rigid, perfectly plastic model which resembled Type I deformation
behaviour, it showed contrasting results to the Type II deformation behaviour. However, the mathematical model
had managed to show the general deformation pattern of the symmetric hexagonal tubes where there is an
existence of a long flat force before densification occurred at around 80% of the collapse.

8
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6. Conclusion
The validation of the mathematical model with the simulation method has shown that for square and symmetric
hexagonal tubes with
15°, both methods did not have good agreement since these tubes had Type II pattern
with an initial peak but the mathematic model was based on the rigid, perfectly plastic model which resembled
Type I deformation behaviour without the initial peak. When the angle
for symmetric hexagonal tubes was
increased, the deformation behaviour of the hexagonal tubes had gradually changed to the Type I behaviour
which showed the agreement of both methods was getting better. The symmetric hexagonal tubes with
60°
showed very close results between both methods.
For symmetric hexagonal tubes, the increased of the angle
had reduced the yield stress
but increased the
plastic deformation thus improved the energy-absorption system by reducing the possibility of damage and
injury during the collision.
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